This Letter presents a new approach for imaging using a linear (vector) sensor. It exploits the fact that visual information within common human intelligible images may be compressed within only a partial set of radial strips of its Fourier domain. We present two imaging schemes, one coherent and the other incoherent, that capture the partial set of radial strips of the object Fourier domain. Two main advantages of the new approach are that the image is captured directly in a compressed form and that the acquisition time is shorter compared with conventional scanning imaging systems. © 2007 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 110.0110, 110.1758. Compressed imaging (CI) is an application of the recently developed mathematical theory of compressed sensing [1] [2] [3] . CI is a joint sensing-and compressing-process that attempts to exploit the large redundancy typical to human intelligible images in order to capture less samples than commonly captured. In contrast with the common imaging approach with which the image is first captured with a large number of pixels and then compressed digitally, the CI approach attempts to sample the image in a compressed way by minimizing the collection of redundant data. Recently, two CI techniques were proposed based on sensing random projections of objects [4, 5] . Such random projections cannot be implemented using only common linear shift invariant imaging components. For instance, in [4] a digital mirror array device is used to randomly project the image on a single sensor. Successive random exposures are taken by randomly changing the digital mirror array. In [5], a random phase mask is used to randomly project the object on an array of sensors that has fewer pixels than have conventional cameras designed to capture images with the same quality. This way the compressed image is captured with a single shot. Here, we present a CI approach that does not use random projections. Therefore, it can be implemented with conventional imaging components. Normally for an image f͓n , m͔ n =1,2...N, m =1,2...N we need all N ϫ N Fourier coefficients to reconstruct it by linear means (e.g., by inverse Fourier transform). Here, we utilize the observation made in [2] showing that satisfactory reconstruction can be obtained by using appropriate nonlinear recovery algorithms applied to only part of the Fourier coefficients given on a set of L radial lines in the Fourier plane ͕F͑ , l ͖͒ l=0 L−1 , where l = l͑ / L͒ are discrete polar angles [Fig.
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Normally for an image f͓n , m͔ n =1,2...N, m =1,2...N we need all N ϫ N Fourier coefficients to reconstruct it by linear means (e.g., by inverse Fourier transform). Here, we utilize the observation made in [2] showing that satisfactory reconstruction can be obtained by using appropriate nonlinear recovery algorithms applied to only part of the Fourier coefficients given on a set of L radial lines in the Fourier plane ͕F͑ , l ͖͒ l=0 L−1 , where l = l͑ / L͒ are discrete polar angles [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Reconstruction from incomplete data is possible because common images are highly redundant, as we experience with conventional compression techniques (e.g., JPEG). Note that with a radial Fourier sampling scheme as in Fig. 1(a) low spatial frequency components are sampled more densely than high spatial frequency ones [ Fig. 1(b) ], resembling the concept behind common digital compression techniques.
In this Letter we present two optical schemes for sampling directly or indirectly the radial Fourier strips are presented. Figure 2 shows a straightforward method that samples the Fourier plane by using the common 4f configuration (see, for example, [6, 7] ). With this method a radial line in the Fourier plane is masked out and then Fourier transformed optically. The coherently illuminated object f͑x , y͒ is two-dimensionally (2D) Fourier transformed by the lens L 1 . A slit located at distance 2f from the object and aligned with in-plane angle l filters out the radial Fourier spectrum F͑ , l ͒. The following combination of lenses L 2 and L 3 is a conventional one- 
where is the wavelength and f l is the focal lens of L 1 . As a result, the measured spatial frequency samples lay in the circle shown in Fig. 1(a) . From the measured g l ͑r͒ we obtain the required Fourier strip F͑ , l ͒ simply by inverse Fourier transforming it numerically. By rotating the imaging system with respect to the object, L exposures can be taken, capturing g l ͑r͒ for all ͕ l ͖ l=0 L−1 . Then the 1D Fourier transform along the radial lines is taken for all ͕g l ͑r͖͒ l=0 L−1 , yielding the set of required radial Fourier samples ͕F͑ , l ͖͒ l=0 L−1 . It should be noted that if S is an intensity sensor, then g l ͑r͒ needs to be nonnegative in order to not lose information. If f͑x , y͒ has a sufficiently large DC component, then the obtained g l ͑r͒ is nonnegative. Otherwise, special care should be taken to avoid negative g l ͑r͒ values. One way of doing this is by biasing the field at the recorder (e.g., [[6] , Ch. 8]), for example, by superimposing to g l ͑r͒ a coherent plane wave with premeasured value. Figure 3 shows simulation results with the system described in Fig. 2 . The original object is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Its size is assumed to be 2.56 mm ϫ 2.56 mm, and it has 256ϫ 256 pixels. The vector sensor is assumed to have 256 pixels of size 10 m, and it measures the intensity with 10 bit resolution. The mask length is L M = 1 cm, its width is 39 m, f l = 20 cm, the illumination wavelength is = 0.5 m, and the lens apertures are 5 cm. The object is captured with L = 25 exposures taken with l in steps of 7.2°. The image was reconstructed using minimization of the total variation optimization technique that solves the problem [2] 
where D defines the finite-difference operator given by
Df͓n,m͔
= ͱ ͉f͓n + 1,m͔ − f͓n,m͔͉ 2 + ͉f͓n,m + 1͔ − f͓n,m͔͉ 2 and F denotes the Fourier transform of the reconstructed image f. Basically, the reconstruction algorithm seeks a solution f with minimum complexity, defined here as total variation ͚ n,m=1 N−1 ͉ Df͓n , m͔͉, and whose Fourier coefficients over the radial strips ͕F ͑ , l ͖͒ l=0 L−1 match the measured ones ͕F͑ , l ͖͒ l=0 L−1 . For solving problem (1) we applied an algorithm based on a log-barrier method that closely follows the generic algorithm described in [ [8] , Ch. 11]. The reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen that perfect reconstruction is obtained, although the number of measured pixels is 25ϫ 256, which is more than 10 times less than the number of pixels in the original image. Hence we obtained a compression rate of c = 10.24 by optical means only. However, there is no free lunch; associated with the reduction in the number of samples captured by factor c there is a reduction in the total signal power by the same order. This may impact significantly the signal-to-noise ratio, especially in the photon-starved imaging conditions. However, if the object illumination is sufficiently strong that the irradiant power is much larger than Johnson and readout noises [9] the imaging system provides satisfactory results, as demonstrated in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) .
The second CI scheme is an incoherent imaging system that utilizes a cylindrical lens as described schematically in Fig. 4 . The lens L 1 is aligned with the xЈ axis, which is in-plane rotated by angle l with respect to the x axis. With the imaging condition fulfilled in the yЈ direction, the system performs an in- tegral projection [10] of the intensity distribution f͑xЈ , yЈ͒ on the yЈ. The linear sensor S, aligned with the yЈ axis, captures the "ray sum" [11] given by the line integral: g͑r = yЈ͒ = K ͐ f͑xЈ , yЈ͒dxЈ where K is a normalization factor. This integral, which is proportional to the projection of f͑xЈ , yЈ͒ on yЈ, can be recognized as a Radon transform [11] . According to the "central slice theorem" [11] the Radon transform is the 1D Fourier pair of the respective slice F͑ , l ͒ in the 2D Fourier spectrum. Therefore, the intensity measured by the sensor S is g l ͑r͒ = g͑r = yЈ͒ = I ͕F͑ , l ͖͒, and F͑ , l ͒ can be obtained by simply inverse Fourier transforming the measured g l ͑r͒. By rotating the imaging system with respect to the object and taking L exposures, g l ͑r͒ is captured for all ͕ l ͖ l=0 L−1 . Figure 5 shows a numerical simulation demonstrating the performance of the system described in Fig. 4 . The object shown in Fig. 5(a) is located at 300 m from the imaging system. In our simulation it is represented by 256ϫ 256 pixels. The relay optics is assumed to perform a lateral magnification of 0.001. Lens L 1 magnification in yЈ direction is 0.2 and has an aperture of 70 mm. Distances z 1 and z 2 are 0.5 and 0.04 m, respectively, and average wavelength is =10 m. The vector sensor S has 256 pixels of size ⌬ =20 m. The maximum resolvable spatial frequency in the object plane is sensor limited; m =20.001ϫ 0.2/ ⌬ = 62.6 rad/ m. The sensor scans the 2D Fourier spectrum of the image with a rotational motion. With only L = 32 exposures, capturing indirectly the 32 strips of F͑ , l ͒ [ Fig. 1(a) ], the image in Fig. 5(b) can be reconstructed. Note that in the conventional approach a system using a vector sensor scans linearly (e.g., horizontally) the entire scene. Therefore, to fully image Fig. 5(a) the linear sensor needs to acquire 256 exposures, that is, 8 times more than required to obtain Fig. 5(b) . This means that the image in Fig. 5(b) is intrinsically compressed by compression ratio 1:8. Its acquisition time is also 1/8 of that of a conventional system using linear scanning. The reconstructed image shown in In summary, we present two approaches for imaging with linear sensing that permit collecting fewer samples than with conventional imaging systems. Both approaches implement compressed imaging and allow faster acquisition of each frame compared with traditional scanning imaging systems. 
